ZedAI telcon 20090525

Note: this meeting will be held at 1300h UTC. Find the meeting time in your geographical location (http://www.timeanddate.com/worldclock/fixedtime.html?month=5&day=25&year=2009&hour=13&min=0&sec=0&p1=0).
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Scribe

Present

Kenny, Matt, Markus, Marisa, Per, Ole

Regrets

Josh, Dennis, Boris

New Action Items

@Marisa: create two metadata props for periodicals vocab, for article head sourceEdition, sourcePublication.

@Ole: do one good newsfeeds sample before friday.
@markus post individual issues to the list @all please be ready to think about these issues.

@all proofread schemas, record issues

@all proofread spec

## Previous Action Items

- Dennis/Josh contact QTI and ask about replacing the HTML with host language text content set.
- Markus to add spec prose on cascading level for inline styles: "For the purposes of the CSS cascade, these values are considered author-level"
- Markus to create wiki page devoted to level issue
- Markus to invite people for profile testing
- Markus to ask the DAISY list about how newspapers/periodicals markup is currently being done.

## Agenda/Minutes

Today is memorial day in the states.

### Status update

Status update with respect to ZedAI_Iteration3_TaskLog, starting with Metadata (Matt will be with us the first 20 minutes)

### MODS Metadata

We decided to use MODS XML for document-level metadata. RDF(a) is not entirely out of the picture longer term.

Matt: please have a look at primer and spec and examples.

Matt: Alice and Origin of Species will be committed later today.

Markus: consequence: pushed against NVDL. Will add placeholder for now in document heads.

Markus MODS CURIEs - define our own equivalents?

Matt: Yes. inlining MODS metadata is not a good choice at this time.

*Resolution*: use other vocabs than MODS for now in meta/rdfa. We can change down the line.

### newsfeeds

@Marisa: create two metadata props for periodicals vocab, for article head sourceEdition, sourcePublication.
@Ole: will do one good newsfeeds sample before friday.

Periodicals subWG will do con as usual

general

@markus post individual issues to the list @all please be ready to think about these issues.

@all proofread schemas, record issues

@all proofread spec

Root element

Naming while in limbo vis-a-vis xhtml2. The group did not discuss this issue during the con.
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